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Let’s fulfill Professor Jiang’s dream: putting Wushu at the
Olympics!!!
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In 1985, the boxing champion, Muhammad Ali, visited Shanghai, China. A boxing match was arranged,

and the opponent was 25 years senior to Ali. He applied his own “new martial techniques” during the

fight. After a few rounds, Ali tied with then 68-year-old Professor Jiang Hao-Quan. This was just one fun

memory of this Chinese legend whom was respected as “First doctor of Martial Artsin China”, “The

Boxing Champ of Asia”, and Great-Grandmaster among many other titles.
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Born in Jan. 1917 in Jiang Su Province, China, Prof Jiang started learning martial arts at age 3 with his

uncle. At five, he caught the attention of a monk, who taught him Shaolin Carefree Palms techniques. At

15, Jiang was admitted into the famous Nanjing Guoshu Institute, and developed mastery in Shaolin,

Xingyi, Bagua, Tai Chi and all kinds of weapons. During a 1935 tournament, he performed techniques of

empty hand versus spear, and was ranked 2nd in this national competition. He was also a lineage

holder of Baji Boxing.

When Japan invaded China, Jiang moved to Hong Kong. He studied western boxing with the British

boxing coach Emba. Later, he returned to Chongqing and Shanghai, and defeated the English boxer

Stevenson, the American amateur champion Bekle and other skilled fighters. These events earned him

the “Champion of a Generation”. In November of 1947, he fought in an exhibition match with Russian

boxer Korkunov for a fundraiser benefitting Shanghai Orphanage. It was reported that Dr. Jiang

knocked out Korkunov in four rounds.

From 1958 to 1988, he served as the dean of Anhui University’s Athletic Research Department. During

his 30 years of tenure, he wrote numerous articles, many of which helped to form the college physical

education curriculum and military combat training programs. He was one of the creators of Sanda, a

full-contact fighting system, and merged Chinese and western boxing methods to form what he called

the “new martial techniques.“ Besides martial arts, Professor Jiang held championship titles in national

diving competitions and a 2nd place title in gymnastics.

After his retirement, he founded Jiang Hao-Quan Chinese Martial Arts Institute. He trained many

students from all over the world, including famous actor and TV cooking show Iron Chef America’s
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SUGGESTED LINKS

� Learn longevity from Grandmaster Kao Tao

� A Magical Qigong Moment with Master Zhang Xue Xin

� A simple Tai Chi routine eases Arthritis pain

� Master Jianye Jiang and Chinese Yoga for Longevity

� A total Taichi experience with Anna Lum

Chairman Mark Dacascos.

In 1993, Jiang Haoquan gathered the signatures of martial artists all over the world and wrote the

president of the Olympic Committee, Marques Juan Antonio Samaranch in support for China to host

Olympics in Beijing in 2000. In 2004, he initiated another effort to include Wushu in the Olympic

Games. He was extremely pleased when 2008 Olympic Games added Wushu as a special item.

Dr.Jiang’s recent public performance and speech was at “A Day With Kungfu Masters”. This eventwas

hosted by the Joy of Kungfu on May 22nd, 2011 at thePacific Asia Museumin Pasadena, California. In

the video on the left-hand-side, you can discover the 94-year-old Professor’s agile movements, strong

voice, and almost full-head of hair. Later, in a dinner on May 29th, which was also sponsored by the Joy

of Kungfu, Professor Jiang revealed his secrets of health and longevity: “forget one’s age” and “keep

moving and active”.

On January 17th, 2012, Dr. Jiang Haoquan passed away in Shenzhenat the age of 95 after feeling

severe stomach aches. His sudden death saddened people who knew him and martial arts enthusiasts

around the world.

After his death, his son Jiang Xun stated, “my father’s greatest wish is for Chinese martial arts to spread

throughout the world, to become a formal event of the Olympics. He dedicated his entire life toward it.”

It is time for all martial arts practitioners to pick up where Professor Jiang Hao-Quan left off and carry

the torch to push Chinese martial arts into Olympic games.

Now you can follow me on Twitter http://twitter.com/#!/TaichiExaminer .

Violet Li
Tai Chi Examiner
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